Here’s a typical process: ring at a prescribed time; negotiate an automated phone system; speak to a receptionist; be allocated a triage appointment; await the triage call and explain your concern; receive further advice and/or be directed elsewhere; and then, possibly, a face-to-face appointment is booked. Not all practices deploy all of these mechanisms and some have always existed. Each step is there to improve efficiency and is perfectly defensible.

They all, however, add to the friction. It may be better defined as ‘sludge’ rather than an ‘ordeal’. Sludge is an overlapping concept, described by the American legal scholar, Cass R Sunstein, and is the type of friction ‘people face when they want to go in one or another direction’. Not all sludge is bad and, certainly, one can make a case for all the processes in booking a GP appointment having utility. They control demand, ensuring resources are allocated efficiently and according to clinical need.

When demand far exceeds capabilities then friction is needed, at least until additional capacity can be created. Friction leads to sludge. Yet sludge is least negotiable for the most vulnerable, and people in poverty already face a high cognitive burden. People with a high treatment burden, who are in chronic pain, fatigued, or with the brain fog of long COVID are least able to wade through sludge. This is another subsection of the overarching inverse care law: an inverse access paradox. Adding friction as a mechanism to control demand will worsen inequalities. Complex systems harm complex patients.

These frictions, the sludge, and ordeals are an important area for future research and warrant consideration in practice immediately. Evidence is scant, and one recent systematic review on treatment burden was not able to include any articles related to administrative task load.

GPs will recoil from the notion that we are deliberately imposing ordeals on our patients but sludge is there and keenly felt.
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